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SHEREFUDIN'S 
WHITE 
MOSQUE 

. X> 

Visoko, Yugoslavia, completed 1980. Client: Muslim com

munity of Visoko. Architect: Professor Zlatko Ugljen. Engi

neer: D. Malkin. Contractor: Zvijezda, Visoko. Craftsman: 

Ismet Imamovic. 

Master fury's Citation: For its boldness, creativity, and brilliance. 

Located in the center of Visoko, Yugoslavia, it replaces a previously 

destroyed mosque and includes a new public library. While ac

knowledging the tradition and necessities of a Bosnian mosque, the 

design extends the architectural vocabulary of the mosque into the 

. twentieth century and therefore contributes to the changing archi

tectural heritage. 

This building is a unique achievement in a period when the 

great problem confronting all architects is integrating and absorbing 

the "modern movement" into the developing architectural scene. 

The combining of modern and traditional architectural elements is 

done with great skill. Similarly, the combining of technological and 

vernacular building is extremely convincing. The lighting and am

bience of the interior, though modern, exactly maintain the tra

ditional atmosphere of the mosque, and the choice and conjunction 

of materials, old and new, is refined and elegant. 

An examination of plan and section reveals the extent to which 

the architect has been able to fuse traditional custom with a modern 

spatial ensemble. The community who have commissioned this 

mosque are to be praised for their boldness and support of this avant-

garde building. 

Objective. One of the major problems confronting architects 

in Islam today is how to reconcile the use of valid design prin

ciples established by the modern movement in architecture 

with the continued use of traditional Islamic forms. The prob

lem is particularly evident in the design of mosques, in which 

function and meaning have hardly changed, and is therefore 

examined further in two separate essays (pages 30-63). 

Sherefudin's White Mosque is situated in the center of Visoko, 

a Yugoslavian town located at the southeastern end of a valley 

in the formerly Turkish province of Bosnia (now Bosnia and 

Herzegovina). The design represents a bold attempt at rein

terpreting the traditional forms of the mosque in a contem-

Pages 102—103: Sherefudin's White Mosque with its minaret dom

inates the red-tiled roofscape of Visoko. The strongly sculptured 

exterior contrasts with the sense of containment and protection of 

the outdoor prayer area, (at left), with its ablutions fountain. 



porary language; while acknowledging rhe needs of a Bosnian 

mosque, the design extends the architectural vocabulary into 

the twentieth century. 

Background. Built to replace the old mosque of the same 

name, which had been recently demolished, Sherefudin's 

White Mosque has become a prominent architectural landmark 

in Visoko. The town's history dates back to the late-medieval 

period when, owing to its location on a caravan route, it began 

to serve the surrounding cities as a trade-exchange center. 

Visoko often served as the capital residence of Bosnian kings 

during the periods when Bosnia was an independent state. 

While agricultural activity is important, Visoko is better known 

today as a leather-manufacturing center. The town developed 

its Muslim character under Ottoman rule (1463-1878), and 

today a majority of its 30,000 inhabitants are Muslim. Some 

seven mosques have been built to accommodate the religious 

activities of the community. 

Local Architectural Character. In 1911, a fire destroyed most 

of Visoko's traditional architecture, which consisted mainly 

of the wood houses common to all formerly Ottoman towns 

in the Balkans. The new buildings constructed in their place 

took the form of two-story masonry structures with pitched 

red-tiled roofs, reflecting the influence of a more urban and 

modern architectural tendency. 

While the appearance of the buildings changed, the ratio 

of built-up areas to open spaces—such as streets and backyard 

gardens—remained the same. In this respect the relation of 

the residential fabric of the town to the mosque has been 

maintained on the same scale. 

Brief. Social, political, cultural, as well as religious consid

erations were taken into account by the architect in designing 

the new mosque. It was decided that the new construction 

would not only continue to be the largest mosque in Visoko 

but would also be larger in size than the destroyed one. A 

larger praying area was considered essential to accommodate 

the town's growing Muslim community. At the same time the 

current tendency in Yugoslavia of giving religion a new em

phasis, especially in the Muslim communities of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, resulted in the design's providing increased space 

for both cultural and intellectual activities. A new small-scale 

complex (kulliya) was thus created in Visoko. 

Two additional factors that had also to be considered in 

the mosque's design were the existing graveyard and local cli

matic conditions. While the old graveyard had to be preserved 

and integrated as part of the mosque complex, the climate 

dictated the need for larger protected spaces, both internal 

and external. The architect therefore decided to situate the 

main worshiping activities at a lower level than that of the 

market area and access road, which would make possible an 

interior providing a greater sense of protection and privacy. 

Plan. The mosque comprises five functional areas: the access 

space and first courtyard, the mosque proper, the annex build

ing, the graveyard, and the minarets. 

Access is by means of a curved, sloping path leading down 

to the partially open outer courtyard with its ablutions foun

tain. The courtyard functions as an outdoor prayer area. 

Situated on the lower floor, the large central space of 
the mosque is designed to obtain the largest possible space for 

praying and at the same time to allow other religious activities 

such as lectures and discussions to take place under suitable 

conditions. The arrangement of steps and corresponding plat

form groupings makes visual contact and participation more 

efficient. The large glass division between the indoor and out

door praying areas was conceived to achieve the best visual 

integration of these spaces, thus allowing for the highest pos

sible participation at prayer time. 

Adjoining this indoor prayer area is the annex building, 

whose simple rectangular geometry contrasts with the free vol

umetric organization of the mosque. The annex consists of a 

small auditorium and an office or work space separate from 

1 : In the section, the complex form of the roof over the indoor 

prayer area is apparent, as are the two levels—the sunken level, 

with its courtyard and prayer areas, and the street level with its 

annex building. The upper, street-level floor plan shows both the 

curved path down to the courtyard and the separate entrance from 

the street to the annex building. 2: The powerful forms of the mosque 

are best seen from the graveyard. 

a. main entrance 
b. courtyard with ablutions fountain 
c. entrance to office 
d. hall 

i e. space of mosque 
f. balcony 
g. office 
h. small auditorium 
i. minaret 
j. old cemetery 



the prayer areas. A separate entrance from the street to the 

annex, as well as its location on a different level, ensures its 

total functional independence from the rest of the mosque. 

The two minarets, one of which is served with a loudspeaker 

system for the call to prayer, were built largely for their sym

bolic effect. 

In traditional Bosnian mosques graveyards act as a buffer 

between the mosque and the buildings of the surrounding 

community. These graveyards usually encircle the main block 

of the mosque and are left simply as outer courtyards, without 

any preconceived formal arrangements. In Sherefudin's White 

Mosque, however, the graveyard is isolated from the rest of 

the mosque, because it constitutes the backyard of the complex 

and the mosque itself does not have windows opening onto 

the graveyard. 

The layout of the mosque is based on the plans of tradi

tional Bosnian mosques: a courtyard leading to a simple square 

praying area, over which rises a cupola. In its unusual and 

perhaps dramatic arrangement of this concept, however, 

Sherefudin's White Mosque differs from its Bosnian counter

parts. The ground level, for example, though typical of a tra

ditional Bosnian mosque with its clear, simple courtyard area, 

is even better integrated into the rest of the building than is 

usual because of the large glass panels. Moreover, the use of 

a warped quarter cupola pierced by five roof windows, which 

cast dramatic shafts of light on key areas of the interior, creates 

a sharp contrast between the simple plan and the dynamic 

form of the roof. The five roof windows are a symbolic reference 

to the five principles of Islam. Symbolism is also apparent in 

the shape of the cupola at the southeastern facade, which 
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points forward toward the Ka'ba, the small building in Mecca 

containing the sacred Black Stone that is the point Muslims 
face during prayer. 

Both the interior of the mosque, with its undulating roof, 

and the exterior have been painted white, creating a simple 

and unified effect with slight differences of illumination. From 

the exterior this same mosque has the appearance of an amor

phous rock typical of an architectural style found in some 

Mediterranean and Aegean churches. 

The fountains, mihrab, (symbol indicating the direction 

toward Mecca), minbar, (pulpit), and decorative elements are 

modest in scale and successfully designed as simple objects. 

The calligraphy decorating the interior is simple and readable, 

and it contrasts with the highly stylized tubes applied to the 

taller minaret that are reminiscent of Kufic script. 

Only three colors have been used: beige for the floor; white 

for the walls, roof, and minarets; and green for a few linear 

metallic elements consisting of frames and tubes. 

Structure and Materials. The structural system for the whole 

building is reinforced concrete: generally an orthogonal system 

of columns and beams supporting the floors. For the mosque 

block, two reinforced-concrete walls provide support for the 

cupola, with one part of the latter starting at the ground level. 

The building materials used for construction of the mosque 

were very limited: plastered concrete for the walls and cupola; 

white mortar for the inner walls; a combination of pine wood 

and white mortar surfaces for many interior elements such as 

the mihrab and minbar; local travertine tiles for exterior paths 

and courtyard paving; and iron tubes for the tall minaret. The 

interior floors are covered with green carpeting. 

Conclusion. The design concept of the mosque has been 

guided by three aesthetic principles: unity, hierarchy, and 

contrast. The principle of unity is reflected in the choice of 

one basic color—white—and in the simplicity of the elemen

tary forms, which consist of squares, rectangles, and cylinders. 

The pyramidal massing of the mosque, beginning with the 

large minaret and cupola and continuing down to the annex 

and features of the open spaces, illustrate the hierarchical 

principle. Finally, contrast is apparent in many aspects of the 

mosque's design: pure geometry versus warped forms; rectan

gular and curvilinear shapes; the easy continuity of horizontal 

surfaces in contrast to asymmetrical and vertical dynamism; 

the austere starkness of the inner space and the formal richness 

of the mass; the change from illuminated to dark spaces. Con

trast on an urban scale is also apparent between the highly 

sculptured pyramidal mass of the white mosque and the pitched 

red-tiled roofs of the surrounding houses. This emphasizes the 

landmark effect of the mosque compared to the anonymous 

uniformity of the nearby pitched roofs. 

The mosque is currently in use, with ten to fifteen people 

attending each prayer session during weekends. On Fridays, 

however, attendance mushrooms to nearer 300 and swells to 

about 400 for certain religious lectures, confirming that the 

mosque is the Friday Mosque, or main mosque, of Visoko. 

3, 4: Indoor and outdoor prayer areas are separated by a large 

single sheet of glass. The rectangular geometry of the courtyard 

contrasts with the warped roof form of the interior. 5: Shafts of 

light penetrate roof windows and illuminate great circles of callig

raphy. 6: The mihrab and minbar, which make use of pine, stand 

out against the plain white walls of the indoor prayer area. 
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All the technology and materials used, as well as the labor 

employed, were indigenous to the region, and as much as 94 

per cent of the cost was covered by voluntary donations from 

the members of the community. 

The simplicity of the mosque's interior space, its decorative 

features and recognizable objects (mihrab, minbar, minaret, 

fountain), its introverted atmosphere, the presence of the 

gravestones, and finally the organizational pattern of a reli

gious-cultural complex within a market area make a significant 

contribution to a modern community that remains not only 

profoundly religious but also linked culturally and historically 

with Ottoman tradition. 


